BREAKOUT GROUP GUIDE – CLASS #3
TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

You can ‘Ask for Help from’ the Host
A countdown timer will be visible to help you stay on track
Be aware of your room number (if the internet cuts out, this will help you get back to your room)

ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

ACTIVITY #1
ODYSSEY PLAN
PRESENTATIONS



Participants are invited to turn on video, but it is not mandatory



Participate in the activity and contribute to the discussion



Be aware of time and help ensure everyone has an opportunity to contribute

INSTRUCTIONS
During this breakout group period, you will spend time sharing your Odyssey Plan. If you didn’t get a chance to
complete your plan, please just share what you have. Take turns reading one by one for about 5 minutes to give a
quick “flyover” of your plans (which means that you won’t be taking a stop at any one element to explain it in detail).
If you don’t feel comfortable sharing, please let the group know you’d like to “pass”.

When you are not reading, you will be a “listener”. You will be listening for moments that prompt you to ask “Tell me
more…” and thinking about affirmations or encouragements about the plan you can offer. After everyone in the
group has finished reading, group members will share their listening notes. After everyone has had a chance to share
and get/give feedback, the group will debrief with some more general questions (if time permits). You can pose these
in the chat too as a reminder.

Paste into Chat
What particular affirmations or encouragements about the plan do you have to offer?
What do you hear that prompts you to ask, “tell us more”?
DEBRIEF
•
What did you get out of doing this exercise?
•
How is it holding 3 variations on you (there’s no “right” answer)?
•
How did the gauges evoke insights for you, or not?
•
Did debriefing in this group give you ideas for revisions?

